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##HOT## Serif Affinity Designer 1.7.2.471 download.The present
invention relates generally to lead frames, and more specifically to lead

frame with plated contact pads. Semiconductor devices or integrated
circuits are made of many layers of conducting, semiconducting and

insulating materials. Semiconductor devices are also known as integrated
circuits and flat pack circuits. In the integrated circuit industry, the

collective terms integrated circuit and flat pack circuit are sometimes used
interchangeably. As the number of transistors in an integrated circuit is

increased, more electrical connections are required. Typically, the number
of electrical connections required increases with the area of the integrated
circuit. In the art, the number of electrical connections is referred to as the
xe2x80x9cpin countxe2x80x9d. The art would appreciate an increased pin
count. A traditional integrated circuit includes an integrated circuit package
having a lead frame with a die attach pad for holding an integrated circuit

die, or semiconductor device. The integrated circuit is electrically connected
to a chip carrier or interposer by wire bonds. The wire bonds generally

extend from bond pads on the integrated circuit die to conductive pads or
leads on the chip carrier. A problem in the art is to increase the pin count of

a lead frame with good and reliable electrical connections and good heat
transfer from the semiconductor die to the lead frame. One disadvantage of
the prior art wire bonded integrated circuit is that a thermal path exists from

the integrated circuit die to the lead frame. The thermal path has a
resistance and a thermal resistance. The thermal resistance of the thermal

path adversely affects the temperature uniformity of the die during
operation. In a prior art integrated circuit, the die is heated by a heating

element which is typically mounted to a top surface of the chip carrier. As
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the temperature of the integrated circuit die is elevated, the die expands
thereby shortening the electrical connections. Typically, the temperature of
the die is decreased as the die expands. As the die expands, the electrical
connections are stretched causing electrical shorts. Electrical shorts affect
the reliability of the integrated circuit device and the pin count of the lead

frame. The present invention provides a lead frame with improved electrical
connections and good heat transfer from the integrated circuit die. The lead

frame has enhanced design features with good mechanical and electrical
connections. In one embodiment
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